Troviamo le soluzioni ...
We find solutions ...

... ai vostri
progetti più
ambiziosi
...to your most
challenging
projects
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IALUX, divisione di IVELA spa

Chi siamo

al servizio del cliente: questi i nostri plus. Vantiamo una solida esperienza nel settore

Who
we are

IALUX, division of IVELA spa, is a reliable partner able to fulfill the needs of the market
combining flexibility in production and continuous innovation capability.
Expertise, luminaires made in Italy and at the forefront of technology, customization: these are
our plus. We have a strong experience in the technical and decorative lighting applications
for interior and exterior spaces of public areas, cruise ships cabins and mega yachts.
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Mission

competenze e mettere a frutto un vasto patrimonio di risorse.

Mission

Our mission is to study all-inclusive and turnkey global lighting solutions to provide
a tangible added value and a tailored service.
Every single project is an opportunity for us to prove our strong expertise and to
make the most of our great talent assets.
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Soluzioni
custom-made

Oltre alla fornitura di prodotti di illuminaalto livello applicate direttamente ai sin-

Custom-made
solutions
ciente servizio di assistenza clienti postvendita.
Beyond the supply of lighting fittings, we
are able to support our customers with
high level technical competence directly
applied to each project. We offer a tailor
made service suitable for every request.
Our project managers and site supervisors
work in synergy with architects and
customers in order to achieve a perfectly
integrated project.
We follow each step of the project, from
lighting calculation to the offer, from the
mock-up to logistics up to an efficient
post-sales customer care service.
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I nostri
valori

I nostri clienti sanno di poter contare su
lavoro: siamo lieti di mettere a disposizione

Our
values
Our customers are aware that they can
count on us because we extensively know
our job: we are glad to offer our experience
and competence to transform into solutions
the most challenging projects.
Care for design, details and choice of
materials and technologies
Use of certified components with
respect to marine regulations
Great attention to quality, functionality
and comfort
Efficient distribution and logistics
Green awareness and energy saving
are very important to us.
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Sinergie per
progetti di
successo

Per noi è fondamentale rispettare le aspettative di

Synergies for
successful
projects

We follow a customer-oriented policy, supporting the
customer in each step of the project, developing
lighting renderings, submitting offers with respect to
the budget and treating in details all the production
process.
We offer to every customer tailored solutions, from
product to performances.
An efficient and complete turnkey service.

e prestazioni.
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L’efficienza
della luce a LED
The efficiency
of LED light

Light is crucial in creating suggestions and atmospheres
to enhance the project’s features.
Light is an essential part of the environment and it
underlines out volumes, lines and architectures.
A well-lighted space is also able to spread a sense of
well-being and to support those living and working
there. This is the reason why we decided to produce
only LED-technology fixtures of last generation, offering
very high quality of light and, furthermore, healthy for
the planet.
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Servizio di progettazione
illuminotecnica
Lighting design service

mettiamo a disposizione dei nostri clienti un servizio di

For a successful project, even the most complex, we offer to our
For a successful project, even the most complex, we offer to our
customers a complete lighting design service.
A good design is, for us, the one that combines a very high
lighting standard with energy savings and with an excellent
visual comfort.
Every project is customized and followed-up in all its steps:
from creation to 3D rendering of the rooms, to the final light
calculation.
We are partner of Dialux, Lumsearch and Oxytech.

IALUX
permettono di anticipare, rispondere
committenti, proponendo soluzioni
personalizzate e su misura in tempi
rapidi.
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Flessibilità
al servizio
del cliente
Flexibility
to your service

IALUX means flexibility: our team and
our know-how allow us to anticipate,
to answer and to fulfill every
customer’s needs, recommending
customized solutions quickly.
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Controllo della
luce dinamica
Dynamic light
control

We do not supply just lighting fittings, but also efficient, smart and dimmable home
automation solutions. Light control systems allow to achieve real improvements in
terms of energetic efficiency and to create scenic effects with light, changing light
intensity of each fitting in an independent way.

Noi di IALUX

materiali e processi di lavorazione eco-
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Rispetto
dell’ambiente
Respect for the
environment

della vita.
Inb IALUX we express the concrete
commitment for a sustainable development
of each aspect of our job. Our lighting
fittings are manufactured with ecofriendly
material and processes, streamlining the
production cycles to avoid wastes.
This commitment to environment originates
from the firm belief that the quality of
projects and products is an essential feature
for the quality of life.
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Nuove
costruzioni
e referenze

ANNO
YEAR

NAVE
CRUISE SHIP

2013

Princess Cruises - ROYAL PRINCESS
Compagnie du Ponant - LE SOLEAL

2014

Princess Cruises - REGAL PRINCESS

2015

Compagnie du Ponant - LE LYRIAL
P&O - MV BRITANNIA
Holland America Line - KONINGSDAM

New Buildings
and References

Viking Ocean Cruises - STAR

2016
Prossima
consegna
Next
delivery

Carnival Cruise Line - CARNIVAL VISTA
Viking Ocean Cruises - SKY
Silversea Cruises - HULL 6226
Princess Cruises - HULL 6232
Viking Ocean Cruises - SEA

CORRIDOI - CABINE
CORRIDORS - CABINS

AREE PUBBLICHE
PUBLIC AREAS

AREE ESTERNE
OUTDOOR AREAS

divisione di IVELA spa con socio unico
Via B. Buozzi, 15
20060 Liscate (Mi) - Italy
Tel. +39 02 9500121
info@ialux.it
www.ialux.it

